PRODUCTION ASSISTANT (INTERN)
Oh Polly - Downtown Los Angeles. F/T. $12/hr. Join our new and growing team based in LA
from 7th May 2018. This will be for a rolling period of 30 days initially, potential for permanent
position. Assist our production team on e-commerce, social and campaign shoots. Busy and fastpaced role – and no two days are the same! Strong interest in fashion and love keeping up to date
with the latest trends and celebrity culture. Highly creative and confident in coming forward with
your own ideas or suggestions. Assist in Location scouting and booking. Assist with model
castings and bookings. Planning and logistics for e-comm, campaign and social. Product gifting /
sourcing for shoots & events. Assist during e-comm shoot days & occasionally on location.
Extremely knowledgeable about our target market and the fashion industry. Avid user of Social
Media, understand how it impacts on today's fashion market. Bubbling with ideas and the
enthusiasm to implement them. Efficient, expected to work quickly, accurately and to a high
standard. Capable of switching between tasks regularly throughout the day according to demand.
Send your CV and covering letter (250 words maximum) explaining why you feel you are a
good candidate for the role. Go to: https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=c5cb4620a43b9719

FASHION STYLIST
Masaki Matsuka - Santa Monica. P/T. Hourly pay + commission. Help customers in store with
putting together collections that are elegant and sophisticated with a chic twist. Bring in new
clientele. Foster existing client relationships. Host and organize styling events and fashion shows
in store. Ideal job for students pursing a job in fashion. Have a keen eye for color design and
trends. Take a look at our IG page @masakimatsuka.
Let us know what kind of experience you have in this field. Go to:
https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=47f281f7c8302844

RETAIL ALTERATIONS TAILOR/SEAMSTRESS, Full Time: Del Amo Fashion Center
Macy's - Torrance. F/T Flexible with scheduling and available to work retail hours, which may
include day, evening, weekends, and/or holidays based on department and store/company needs.
Perform basic alterations on garments including sleeves, backs, sides, collars and bodices,
inserting shoulder pads, altering waists, taking out hems to lengthen, shortening lengths, and
adding cuffs. Do minor repairs to garments by replacing buttons, mending seams, and replacing
hem. Maintain a professional attitude with sincerity and enthusiasm reflecting Macy’s
commitment to our customer-the most important person in our stores. Give advice regarding the
fit and care of garments to customers. Write up alterations tickets recording the details of the
alterations being made on the garment. Regular, dependable attendance and punctuality. High
School degree or equivalent. Experience a plus. Effective written and verbal skills, ability to
interpret instructional documents such as safety rules, operating and maintenance instructions,
and procedure manuals. Basic math functions such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. Able to use a calculator. Be able to operate and perform basic maintenance on sewing
machines. Ability to collaborate and function as a member of a team. Strong sense of urgency.
Should be comfortable with the use of computers.
Go to: https://www.macysjobs.com/Search/JobDetail/Retail-Alterations-TailorSeamstressFull-Time-Del-Amo-Fashion-Center/Torrance/California/71587600
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PRODUCTION HELPER - Women's Clothing Manufacturing
Girl Extra Ordinaire – Torrance. F/T, P/T. Hours of operation are M-F 8:00-4:30 p.m. This is an
Entry Level production position. Organizing and optimizing daily work flow so that all orders
ship on time. Helping production team in embroidery, printing and rhinestone department.
Operating a heat press and rhinestone transfer machines. Preparing garments for shipment by
labeling and bagging. Pulling blank apparel accurately. Physically able to be on your feet for all
day. Dependable and motivated to work efficiently. Excellent eye for detail and accuracy while
keeping production moving quickly are mandatory. Excellent literacy in English language
required for reading orders and fulfilling them correctly. Friendly and casual work environment.
Go to: https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=8d1e87533915cf2f

STUDIO ASSISTANT
Skechers - Manhattan Beach. Support the Digital Sales Assistant directive within the Digital
Imaging Group. Hands-on position working at our 360 machines shooting photos of product on a
daily basis. Basic knowledge of all photography and lighting equipment, Capture One,
Lightroom, Adobe CC 2016 suite and Extensis Portfolio. Assist lead photographers in studio.
Take photos of physical shoe samples and process for upload. Work with sample coordinators to
pull needed physical samples. Format images media for DSA system. Add meta data to photos
when shooting. Upload all imagery to our DAM, Extensis Portfolio. Proficient in Adobe
Photoshop, Capture One and Extensis Portfolio. Skills in Photoshop / Illustrator and other design
programs. Basic Photography and retouching skills. Great communication/presentation skills and
work well with others. Degree or 4 years related work experience.
Go to: https://jobs.smartrecruiters.com/Skechers1/743999669388085-studio-assistant

REMOTE - FASHION STYLING
The Virtual Stylists - Los Angeles. P/T, choose your hours! Evenings and weekends appreciated.
Communicate with customers via phone, text, or video chat. Operate and update our scheduling
app. Provide styling guidance based on clients’ fashion desires. Create and manage relationships
with clients to ensure their style needs are met. Listen to customer feedback and incorporate it in
your styling suggestions. Provide excellent customer service. Document client specific notes
related to the session (as necessary). Communicate client’s appointment status to Style Manager
(as needed). Must have own cell phone that has a working camera and texting, video chat (Skype
or Facetime), and app capabilities. Must have internet access. Social Media savvy. Work in a
fast-paced environment. Must have a quiet room with clean background/environment that
ensures no disruptions during client sessions. Passion for fashion. Familiar with Brands and
Fashion Designers. Self-motivated with the ability to build and maintain a personal clientele.
Presentable/Well-groomed. Communicates clearly. Supportive, compassionate, and positive
person. Punctual, organized, and attentive. Proactive, resourceful, reliable, and responsible.
Ability to multi-task, adaptable. Eager and quick to learn. You will be compensated for
completed sessions.
Send: Your resume, 3 Professional References and a brief statement about your passion for
fashion and why you enjoy being a fashion stylist Go to:
https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=00a96f87f5b7a126
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